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1. INTR~DIJCTION 
In a recent paper, J. H. Freilich has given a characterization of a locally 
best rational L, approximation using convexity techniques which have 
usually been associated with approximation in the uniform norm. The 
purpose of this short note is to point out that Freilich’s characterization 
theorem holds true in the setting of osculatory interpolation. 
Let {Y, ,..., yk} be a fixed set of k points in (0, 1) and {m, ,..., ml,} a fixed 
set of positive integers, and set s = max {mi - 1 : 1 ,( i < k}. Let C” 
denote the set consisting of those real functions on (0, 1) whose sth derivative 
is continuous there, and let P and Q denote finite-dimensional subspaces of 
C”. L&Sand r,, belong to C”. Define sets R, R(f) and K(r,) as follows: 
R={~=~/~:HEP,~“EQ,P>O~~(O,~)}, 
R(f) = {r E R: r(j)(yi) =f(j)(rJ, 0 <j < mi - 1, 1 < i < k}, 
K(r,) = {h E P + r,Q: h’j’(yi) = 0,O <j < mi - 1, 1 < i < k}. 
Now, suppose n = dim P, t = dim Q and (g, ,..., gn} and {h, ,..., h,} are bases 
for P and Q, respectively. Let D denote a bounded set in En+t which contains 
the origin and let /I v /I denote the Euclidean norm for u E E*+t. 
We say that r, is a locally best rational L, (1 < p < oo) approximation to 
fin C” from R(f) with respect to D (LBA) if there exists an e0 > 0 so that 
for all (a, b) ED such that a 1 (a, ,..., a,), b = (b, ,..., b,), jl(a, b)ll < c0 and 
j/cj E R(f) where j = C aigi , p = C b&i , we have Il.f-- r, 11 < [If-- rA 11 
for all h such that 0 < 1 h / < e0 and q,, + Xq > 0 on (0, l), where r,, = 
(PO + V)l(qc + w. 
We observe that rA - rc = hh/(q,, + A@, where h = j5 - r,,q”. Since 
h E K(r,) if r, E R(f) and p/q E R(f) (see Perrie [2]), we see that I~ E R(f) for 
all allowable values of h. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION 
Let S denote the unit sphere in L,*(O, 1) and let ext(S) denote the set of 
extreme points of S. Let E,,(S) = {L E ext S: LGf - r,,) = Ilf- r0 II}. 
THEOREM. Let {& ,..., &} be a basis for K(r,), r. = PO/q0 , and let v(L) = 
(UGIO)~. * * 9 L(hvlqo)). 
(a) If r. is an LBA, then 0 E H{u(L): L E E,(S)}. 
(b) If0 E HO{v(L): L E E,(S)), then r. is an LBA. 
(Here, H denotes the convex hull and Ho its interior.) 
Proof. Since the proof follows directly from the work of Freilich we only 
establish part (b). Suppose r. is not an LBA. Then for each E > 0 there 
exists a X = h(e), 0 < 1 X I < E, and coefficient vectors c = C(E) and d = 
d(e) such that (c, d) E D, \i(c, d)ll < E, q. + X4” > 0 on (0, 1) and I/f - r, II < 
llf-roll, wherep=Ccigi,p”=Cd,h,,a/q”ER(f) and r,+=(p,+V)/ 
(q. + Xp). Let L E E,(S). Then L(r, - ro) = L(f - ro) - L(f - r,J > 0. Let 
h = j - r,q”. Then h E K(r,) and rA - r, = hh/(q, + Xq). So, 
W-A - ro) = Wh/(qo + W) = C kL(#4(qo + M) 
for some set of real numbers {a, ,..., aN}. Therefore 0 $ H{w(L): L E E,(S)} 
where w(L) = (L($,/(q, + A@),..., L(&/(qO + hq”))). However, 0 E HO{v(L): 
L E Eo(s)} implies that 0 E H{w(L): L E E,(S)} if u(L) and w(L) are sufficiently 
close [ 11. Therefore the result follows. 
COROLLARY. (a) A necessary condition for r. = PO/q0 to be an LBA is that 
min{L(h/q,): L E E,(S)} < 0 for all h E K(r,). (b) A sufficient condition for r. 
to be an LBA is that min{L(r, - ro): L E: E,(S)} < 0 for all rh satisfying the 
conditions of the definition of an LBA. 
We observe that the sufficiency is equivalent to the condition that min 
{L(h/q, + Xp): L E E,(S)} < 0 for all h = 3 - r,g in K(r,) for which j and 4 
satisfy the conditions of the definition of an LBA. 
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